
How To Load A Spa  
1.  Center the spa on the SpaKartTM--andposition and tighten the 
Ratchet Straps to secure the spa to the SpaKartTM. For round spas, 
hook one Ratchet Strap to the metal loop on each Steerable Axle and 
position the strap from front to back on the SpaKartTM. 
2.  Pull the pin in each Steerable Axle that prevents the axle from 
steering and use this pin to attach a T-Handle to each axle.  
3. You are now ready to roll the SpaKartTM with the spa on board. 
 

 

 
How To Unload A Spa From The SpaKart™ ... 
1. Position the loaded SpaKartTMso that the spa will be in 
position for installation when it is tipped off of the Kart. 
2. Block the SpaKart™ tires to prevent them from rolling. 
3. Remove the Ratchet Straps. 
4. Slide the spa to the edge of the SpaKartTMuntil it begins to tip, then 
slowly lower it to the ground. 
This will keep the spa cabinet away from the strap loops welded to the 
side of the Kart frme. (Depending on the weight of the spa, two people 
will be needed to tip the spa off of the Kart.) When tilting spas off of 
the SpaKart™, always hold the spa securely and move with the spa to 
avoid tipping spa too quickly. 
 

 



 
 
 
 

A pin is used to connect the T-handle to the 
Kart axle. This same pin is used to lock the 
steering when handle is removed. 

Straighten wheels and place pin through 
this hole to lock the steering. 

The distance between the axles on the 
SpaKart™ is adjustable. I pin with 
lynch pin through I axle receiver and 
axle arm at each end holds axles in 
place, and is used for this adjustment.  
Always secure the spa to the 
SpaKart™  with the ratchet straps. 

 Four ratchet strap loops are 
found on Kart frame. 

The axle receivers are flush on the top 
side of the Kart frame. They are of 
thicker material than the rest of the 
frame, and so protrude below the frame 
on the bottom side. 


